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Introduction

Health caredelivery in theUnitedStates is undergoingmassive
changes. Although the pace at the local level can often be
imperceptible, the overall momentum is relentless. Multiple
factors are driving these changes—the rate of cost increases for
care in theU.S. isunsustainable, theoutcomesofcareareworse
than other countries that spend less, and a large portion of the
populationdoesnothave real access toongoing care, leading to
enormous societal costs. On thehealth caredelivery side, there
has been a shift from stand-alone care delivery through stages
of collaborative and value-driven health care toward a more
accountable care/populationmanagementapproach (►Fig. 1).

Politicians, policy experts, and health care administrators
long recognized that changing models of health care would
require significant amounts of data. This was a major factor in
the founding of theOffice of theNational Coordinator forHealth
InformationTechnology (ONC), and later theHealth Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act
which brought about the Meaningful Use program.1 With the
increaseduseofelectronichealthrecords (EHRs), theavailability
of electronic data in health care has risen dramatically.

Organizations increasingly see their data as a strategic
asset. Tomost effectively leverage this asset, data from diverse
sources (e.g., revenue cycle, supply chain, quality measures)
must be combined for analysis. The use of data from diverse
sources has always occurred, but in many organizations, this
was often accomplished through establishment of locally
curated data collections. Unsurprisingly, organizational lead-
ers found they could get different answers for the same
question depending on which group they asked.

Because data definitions can be quite nuanced, a team can
become reluctant to share datawith the rest of the enterprise.
There is a concern that otherswouldnot understand “mydata.”
This can then lead to users on other teams to be creative in
finding sources for the data they need. By acquiring data sets

from diverse acquaintances across the organization, analysts
may be using data with somewhat unclear provenance (often
many steps away from the original sources) for important
organizational reports that drive executive decision making.
This can exacerbate the issue of getting different answers from
different groups.

Technical approaches to improving the situation include
establishing a “single source of truth” for enterprise data, for
example, via anenterprise datawarehouseor adata federation
approach. This can helpwith some of the notions of “my data”
versus “our data” in an organization, but does not in and of
itself ensure that the data are well characterized and of high
quality. As health care organizations struggle to use their data
effectively, they realize they need an approach to addressing
these issues. Whether they formally label it as such, what the
organizations are grappling with is data governance.2,3

Data Governance Program

BJC HealthCare is a 15-hospital health system covering
portions of eastern Missouri and southwest Illinois, with
headquarters in St. Louis, MO. BJC is partnered with the
Washington University School of Medicine (WUSM). Estab-
lished in 1994, formost of its history BJC largely operated as a
federation of somewhat independent hospitals which suf-
fered all the data woes previously mentioned. The oncoming
changes in care delivery and financing described above has
led BJC toworkmore as an integrated system. Initial efforts at
data governance were prompted by a desire to consolidate
multiple repositories of clinical data. Shortly thereafter, the
efforts were spurred on by a decision by BJC and WUSM to
implement a shared EHR that would replace the multiple
hospital and ambulatory EHRs used by both organizations.
The early focus was on defining data domains needed for the
EHR consolidation, including a master-data management
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(MDM) program to establish a single information on
providers/staff that the EHR could rely on. Executive spon-
sors, data trustees, and data stewards were named to further
these efforts.

The program did not really move much beyond data
documentationmanagement (e.g., data glossary, data dictio-
nary) related to data for the EHR during the implementation
time period. Admittedly, thiswas a complicated set of related
use cases. Progress was also stalled due to a serious illness
within the program leadership. Following the EHR imple-
mentation there was a desire to reinvigorate the program,

with a focus on establishing organizational data governance
policies.

Framework for Data Governance

As part of the efforts to reenergize the program, we recog-
nized that we were hampered by the lack of a conceptual
framework for our data governance efforts. We had no
common reference for describing the work we were doing.
Working with consulting partners, we established a basic
framework entitled the “Data and Information Lifecyle

Fig. 1 Evolution of care delivery.

Fig. 2 BJC Data and Information Lifecyle framework.
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Framework.” This framework consisted of six key phases that
data pass through (►Fig. 2).

Capture and Collect
The first step in any story about data is the capture of
those data. For the staff involved in this key step, under-
standing the downstream consequences of their actions
may help promote attention to detail and data quality.
Organizational efforts here can be focused on automation
and eliminating to the degree possible error-prone manual
entry steps.

Storage
This phase includes all data storage, including primary
source systems and consolidated data repositories. Also
included in this phase would be the tools and processes for
moving and transforming data between storage locations.

Access
To ensure appropriate data use across the enterprise it may
be practical to readily provide appropriate role-based access
to the organization’s enterprise data repositor. This ensures
that analysts and other users are not forced to seek out
alternative data sources to do their jobs.

Display and Use
This is the key element in the data and information lifecycle.
It ensures that the organization’s data can be used effectively
for analysis and subsequent decision making that all these
efforts are undertaken. Just as there is value in providing a
consistent data platform, there is also value in defining a
standard set of analytics and reporting tools for the
organization.

Dispose
Although the cost of storing data continues to fall, this element
is a reminder that there are limits to how long some data are
useful. An organizationmust decidewhat those limits are, and
then establish policies for appropriate disposal of data at the
end of their useful life. Regulations may also define how long
certain data must be retained. This element also covers long-
termarchivingofdata that areno longerneeded foroperational
use, but which need to bekept for legal and regulatory reasons.

Secure
In the first version of our framework, security issues were
called out in each element. After many discussions we
determined that it really should be called out as its own
element to emphasize the importance of security concerns in
the modern health care data environment.

The Patient’s Data Story
To further help provide a context for this framework, we
created a representation of how these elements applied to a
patient’s story, in the context of the three standard elements
of any change model: people, process, and technology
(►Fig. 3). This representation helps take a conceptual frame-
work and relate it to roles and activities that nontechnical
staff may be more familiar with. It is an illustrative tool that
allows the foundation for a common vocabulary and shared
meaning for data discussions and decisions to be cultivated.

Policies

The data governance program also recognized the need for
organizational policies to support and drive the discipline of
governance. Establishing a reference framework provided away

Fig. 3 Data and information lifecycle in the context of the patient story.
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to assess the current state. In that assessment we were not
surprised to find that there were hundreds of system and local
hospital policies addressing themajor elements ofdata anddata
governance. Gaps in policy coverage were also identified.

Rather than attempt to reconcile myriad disparate policies
that had various levels of granularity, we chose to start with a
top-level data governance policy, and then define additional
policies using the new framework. These new policies would
supersede existing policies. Our highest-level data policy
simply establishes the data and information lifecycle frame-
work as the organizational standard, and sets very high level
organizational expectations. As an example:

The key data governing rules for the capture and collect
phase must include:

• Documentation standards that include the minimum clini-
cal and business data sets and elements to be captured and
collected as well as timeframes for collection.

• Annual training and communication programs that
informed employees and providers of their responsibilities
related tominimumdata collection standards, patient’s data
rights, andprotecting the organization’s information.Weare
bolstering our culture of data accountability.

• Systems are designed to ensure data collected is correct
via hardwired standards, systemdesigns, andworkflow to
pay attention to simplified processes that drive standards.

Subordinate policies have been written in some key areas.
For example, BJC has an active information security group
which had been in the process of revising systempolicies. That
policy development was brought under the data governance
umbrella. Additional subordinate policies are in development,
driven by organizational needs.

Data Governance Model

As mentioned, during our initial data governance efforts we
had established executive sponsors, data trustees, and data
stewards. An executive sponsor is a member of the C-suite
and provided overall budgetary and strategic approval of the
program initiatives. A data trustee is a senior organizational
leaderwhoactedas theownerofdata andcouldmakedecisions
about data use within a particular data domain. Examples of
data domains include “provider,” “patient,” “medication,” “pro-
cedure,” and “supply.” For many data domains there are more
than one trustee; for data domains usedwithin our shared EHR
we have both BJC and WUSM trustees. A data steward is
typically a more front-line staff member who works on a daily
basis with data from their particular domain in a technical role.

Our initial data governance committee was simply the
aggregate of the data trustees. That group proved to be too
large to be an effective decision-making body; in practice
decisions were made by the director heading the data gover-
nance program (who reported to the chiefmedical informatics
officer [CMIO]) and simply presented to that group for vetting.
The loss of the director in that role was one catalyst for
prompting a refresh of the program. Technical aspects of

data governance (e.g., maintaining data dictionaries) and
MDM were moved into the system information technology
(IT) organization. There was strong organizational consensus
that data governance per se was not an IT function, but an
organizational operational function.2 Our data governance
committee was reconstituted as a much smaller group at
the vice president/executive director level representing key
organizational constituencies (e.g., finance, legal, IT, quality).
The committee is co-chairedby the systemCMIOand the Chief
Supply Officer. The data governance committee in turn is
overseen by a group of our system’s senior executive leader-
ship, including the Chief Clinical Officer, Chief Information
Officer, and Chief Financial Officer.

The purpose of the data governance committee includes:

• Develop enterprise strong policies and procedures that
describe the ways to manage data.

• Define the rules of engagement for data.
• Promote an enterprise way of thinking about data (i.e.,

Data & Information Lifecycle) and increase communica-
tions about data and data activities.

• Identify the resources who manage data and hold them
accountable to each other.

• Ensure alignment between BJC and WU related to data
governance.

• Ensure that data governance subcommittee efforts sup-
port BJC clinical and business objectives/priorities.

Conclusion

Our organization has struggled to use data effectively as a
strategic asset, and to effectively describe and integrate data
from different groups within the system. This struggle is not
unique to BJC. To address these issues, we have developed a
data governance program that is led by the business with
cross-functional support from our technical teams. Initial
efforts were limited in scope, but very effective and instru-
mental in an enterprise EHR launch. More recently there has
been more energy in broadening the scope and effectiveness
of the program. Establishing a clear conceptual framework
for our efforts has been incredibly helpful. Undoubtedly our
programwill continuallymature; for nowwebelievewehave
established a solid foundation for this future evolution.
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